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For a long time, the year 1492 has fascinated my mind into a magnet-like attracting 
to my attention of anything and everything that happened, in any and all fields, 
that year. The first thing this thinksheet is is simply, then, my internal computer's 
retrieval and display of the signal "1492" (supplemented by a bit of enriching re-
search for the occasion' in these two from the reference section of my library: (1) 
PLOETZ'S (EPITOME OF HISTORY) DICTIONARY OF DATES, which begins "Modern History" with 
our 1492; and (2) ME TIMETABLES OF HISTORY) ....And my second intention in this think-
sheet is to set forth some notes on the signal "oppression" as a socio-critical cate-
gory for historical and contemporary interpretation and rhetoric. Here my objective 
is cautionary: (1) "Oppression" as interpretation and as rhetoric is two things, not 
one; (2) "Deliverer of the Oppressed" is not a title exhausting what God is, for the 
biblical God is also oppressor (eg, dragging the Jews to Babylon); (3) "Oppression" 
is not just a political category (ie, the powerful overcontroling the powerless) but 
also an ecological, and that in two senses: (a) Nature, some places some times, makes 
human living near to, or completely, impossible (as the locust/drought in the Book of 
Joel); and (b) Human beings so thrive and despoil, some places some times, as to de-
sertify nature; and (4) "Oppression" is a psychiatric category (usu. called, in indi-
vidival and societal incidence, "depression") with psychobiological, spiritual, and 
moral dimensions. I mean to be cautionary against the do-gooder simplism of double  
caus-ism (combining a pseudocritical single-cause analysis sharply identifying both 
oppressed and oppressor , with what I call, in my #911, a "passionate egoic formation 
around some 'dause,' usu. the latest"). Such herdy-trendy-hasty dogoodism predictably 
does more harm than good in the name and fame of Doing Only Good....But caution against  
caution: God often turns to the good our good-will-driven-though-mindless strivings! 
In my opinion, the pragmatic julgment of history does not favor the insights and actions 
of the intelligentsia above those whom they call the masses; both, in different ways, 
are (1) in the dark and (2) perceptive. A divine design against the arrogance of the 
former and the humiliation of the latter....So who was being "oppressed" in 1492? 

1. Well, to being with, Columbus. He couldn't get anybody to stake him 
for testing his blick--wrong, it turned out--that sailing West was the 
best way to get to Cathay (Cathay? India? wherever there was boodle) . 
Humans, including human institutions, survive partly by suspecting no-
velty (and Sometimes die, or at least fail, from this suspicion: the 
dumbest decisions in the foreign-affairs histories of Italy and Portugal 
were not to stake Columbus). Innovators are "oppressed" by conservatism 
and philistinism, unimaginativeness, lethargy, and fear. But the very 
year "Columbus sailed the ocean blue," modern history started (acc. to 
Ploetz, above): that same year, Spain, by a marriage, became a modern 
nation (in the sense of establishing its present boundaries): Ferd. of 
Aragon married Isabella of Castile, and they celebrated the excitement 
of their new union (sexual and territorial) by taking a flier on a 41- 
year-old Italian fanatic with a globe in his hand. 

2. Who else Was oppressed in 1492? A German geographer, Martin Behaim, 
who was ridiculed for putting geographical knowledge on a ball--as though 
the world were a globe! Just in time for Columbus' pitch to F. & I. 
(When you deserve the credit and somebody else gets it, you're oppressed.) 

3. Jews. Torquemada, founder of the Spanish Inquisition, gave them 3 
months to get out of "Spain" (the new, and present, geographical terri-
tory createdlby the marriage of F. & I.). The central synagogue of To-
ledo was the pulsing heart of Spanish Jewry; and the main thing I did 
when in thatbuilding in 1966 was to try to create in my soul the tra-
gic and panic feelings of those oppressed and to pray for the creative 
reconciliation of Judaism and Christianity in our time. 

4. Reuchlin, German humanist, criticized for beginning the study of He-
brew and pre*ching this study as essential to Christian thinking--as in- 
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deed it is Heven though one can make a solid contribution to Christian 
thinking without knowing Hebrew. The irony of it: The very year the 
Jews are diven out of Spain, a German thinker begins the modern 
honoring o Hebrew as a gentile study! 

S. Next on our list of oppressees is the Catholic ChUrch (Roman): 
Alex.VI, history's worst pope, is elevated to the See of Rome. Yes, 
in 1492. Spiritually and morally corrupt leaders damage human beings 
as much as do ecopolitical tyrants. Even if you take 1492 as the first 
"modern" year, we're still in the middle ages, when popes blessed/cursed 
not just the faithful but all of EUrope. 
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that human potential was roiling-boiling-actualizing 
or good and evil--in government and church, in school 
business--"I wonder what the poor people were doing?" 
ion in quotes because I so often hear, from a close 
and I are into something impossible for the poor, "I 
poor people are doing?" He means it both as a gentle 
left-out portion of humanity and as a call to be grate-
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